Cisco Stealthwatch Learning Services

### Product overview

Cisco Stealthwatch Learning Services offers a wide range of learning opportunities, from self-directed training to instructor-led training with hands-on labs to help you:

- Gain an edge to augment the value of your Stealthwatch deployment so you can achieve successful security outcomes
- Accelerate your velocity to identify potential security threats and quarantine possible attackers
- Build high-intensity skills to maximize the high-performance features of your Stealthwatch system

### What you get

Consistent training with hands-on experience delivered by Cisco Stealthwatch experts is the number one way to ensure that you and your organization maximize the value of your Stealthwatch deployment to achieve successful security outcomes.

### Benefits

- Achieve quick ROI to maximize your Stealthwatch deployment
- Increase confidence in using Stealthwatch from the start
- Accelerate skills to quickly identify and respond to threats
- Receive flexible year-round virtual training options with access to a plethora of online resources
- Receive additional discount and turnover protection if you buy a subscription
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Launch your Stealthwatch training today!
Email the team today at stealthwatch-training@cisco.com and we’ll get you set up for success.
Read all about Cisco Stealthwatch Learning Services on the web at Cisco Stealthwatch.com.

Get scalable training with big savings
With a Stealthwatch Training Subscription, you’ll receive all our training options rolled into one plan at discounted rates. From self-directed training to instructor-led training with hands-on labs and use case workshops, this program offers you comprehensive, flexible training which includes a Stealthwatch Learning Advisor who will map out a learning plan designed specifically for you. And it’s transferrable when changes occur in your organization.

Get up to speed fast at no cost
With our self-directed training, you’ll focus on Stealthwatch core concepts, including components, flow basics, the interface, basic setup, and configuration through online tutorials, interactive demonstrations, and guided practice that can help you get up to speed fast. Get these options at no extra charge with a Stealthwatch Support Maintenance Agreement.

“The training was very intuitive and the hands-on experience was exceptional.”
— IT Systems Analyst, $1.8B American jewelry retailer.

Pay as you go to accelerate your skills
Boost your efficiency with our interactive virtual instructor-led courses delivered in hands-on labs. Then, gain high-intensity competence with our half-day use case workshops that take you on deep dives into Stealthwatch. These are available throughout the year and are updated to current versions of Stealthwatch regularly.

“Prior to taking this Stealthwatch for Security Ops VILT course, I felt very overwhelmed working with Stealthwatch. Now that I have been through this course, I feel like I have a much better understanding of Stealthwatch and feel more confident using our system.”
— Singaporean student, $10.5B investment management company.